NOTE:
ALL CAST STONE, INCLUDING ATTACHMENTS, TO BE DESIGNED BY A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER ENGAGED BY THE CAST STONE MANUFACTURER AND LICENSED IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. MECHANICALLY ATTACH SELF-ADHERED FLEXIBLE FLASHING TO CMU WITH A CONTINUOUS STAINLESS STEEL TERMINATION BAR, SEALLED AT TOP WITH SILICON SEALANT. ADHESIVE AND FIELD FABRICATED SHEET METAL TO PROVIDE A WEATHERSEAL FOR THE FLASHING AND TO ATTACH THE CLOUPEMENT TO THE CMU. PLACE CEMENT BASE, GROUT, OR MORTAR IN THE JOINT, SEALING THE JOINT WITH A CONTINUOUS STRIP OF MECHANICALLY ATTACHED SELF-ADHERED FLEXIBLE FLASHING.

2. INSTALL BRICK VENTS AT 42" OC HORIZONTAL TO PROVIDE PRESSURE EQUALIZATION IN THE WALL CAVITY. INSTALL VENTS IN THE SAME HORIZONTAL COURSE.

3. THE CAST STONE CAPS PERMANENTLY JOIN CAST STONE CAPS TO CAST STONE CAPS. INSTALL CLAY TILES TO AROUND CAST STONE CAPS.

4. STEEL PLATE CLOSURE BETWEEN FLANGES OF COLUMN. SLOPE TO SHED WATER.

5. コレは濡れる。